This paper investigates the influence of inter-yarn friction in fabrics on the ballistic performances of the target including failure. Finite element (FE) method was adopted for the study, where FE models were established for two types of fabrics based on the yarn properties of Twaron ® and Dyneema ® , respectively. Numerical analyses on the responses of the primary and secondary yarns in the fabrics subjected to ballistic impact were carried out based on these fabric models. The results show that larger inter-yarn friction leads to less slippage of primary yarns at impact centre. In addition, higher inter-yarn friction make more involvement of the secondary yarns join in loading the impact energy, so as to alleviate the loads in primary yarns and prolong the failure of primary yarns. However，if the inter-yarn friction is too high, beyond coefficient of static friction (CSF) of 0.8 and coefficient of kinetic friction (CKF) of 0.75, the action would be counterproductive. The reason is that the stress at those inter-yarn friction levels would be more concentrated on the primary yarns, resulting in an earlier failure of a fabric.
Introduction
Fibres with high strength and high stiffness are favourable materials for ballistic protective applications. According to their chemical structures, those fibres are generally classified into three groups, including aramid fibres such as Kevlar ® (by DuPont) and Twaron ® (by Teijin), ultra-heavy molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibres such as Dyneema ® (by DSM) and Spectra ® (by Honeywell) and Poly-p-phenylene benzobisoxazole (PBO) fibres such as Zylon ® (by Toyobo). These fibres can be woven into a fabric structure providing the strength and toughness that substantially surpasses those of individual strands [1] . The impact resistance of the fabrics is generally attributed to various factors,
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2 including weaving architecture, crimp, thread density, yarn linear density, crossover number, sample size and so on [2] . Among these factors, inter-yarn friction is considered to be vital of importance. Magno et al. [3] established a microscopic model for a fabric and investigate the uniaxial extension of the fabric without consider the interaction between warp yarn and weft yarns, where Boubaker et al. [4] considered inter-yarn friction in their model and found that consideration of the yarn-on-yarn friction leads to a stiffer response of fabric.
Numerical method is one of the commonly used methods for ballistic investigation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The advantages of this method are obvious; for example, time saved, labour saved and material saved, and especially precise control of fabric structure and boundary condition.
In the numerical study, the effects of inter-yarn friction are usually theoretically investigated by FE(Finite Element) simulations, where different levels of coefficients of friction are used as the input information indicating various levels of inter-yarn friction.
With this method, Zeng et al. [7] , Gogineni et al. [8] , , Zhou et al. [10] and Sun et al. [11] in their simulations observed that the energy absorption increases with the coefficient of friction in certain range ,whereas the energy absorption begins to decrease at much higher frictional levels. Rao et al. [13] and Parsons et al. [14] found that the ballistic limit is also affected by inter-yarn friction. Ballistic limit designates a velocity at which a projectile completely perforates specific armour when hitting at a specified angle of obliquity. Their results
showed that the higher inter-yarn friction, the higher ballistic limit would be. Duan et al. [5, 6] and Nilakantan et al. [9] have investigated the influence of inter-yarn friction under different boundary conditions. They found that the effects of inter-yarn friction relates to the clamp conditions. Minh et al. [12] attempted to reveal the individual effect of inter-yarn friction and projectile-fabric friction on the ballistic performance of a three dimensional (3D) interlock fabric target. Their work indicated that the inter-yarn friction assists in maintaining the structural integrity of the whole fabric during the impact event.
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The mechanism of inter-yarn friction during ballistic impact has been also investigated by experimental work [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Briscoe and Motamedi [15] as well as Hearle et al. [16] applied treatments to ballistic fabrics and obtained several levels of inter-yarn friction. Their experimental work demonstrated that increasing inter-yarn friction to some degree would be beneficial for improving ballistic performance of fabrics. Briscoe and Motamedi [15] ascribed the improved ballistic performance to the higher transverse stiffness of the fabric at higher inter-yarn friction. In addition, some researchers tried to investigate the ballistic fabrics treated with STF（shear thickening fluid）and found the increase of inter-yarn friction after STF treatment being one of the reasons for the improved ballistic performance. Other than surface treatment for different levels of inter-yarn friction, Sun [17, 18] and Zhou [19] also tried to differentiates the inter-yarn friction by utilising different textile woven structure. Contrary to their expectations, no significant difference in energy absorption was found among the fabrics with extra yarn gripping and the plain fabric, although the levels of inter-yarn friction achieved were different.
Although, previous researchers with these two methods provided some insights into the effects of inter-yarn friction during the ballistic impact, there are still some gaps between different researcher's understandings. The role of inter-yarn friction needs to be further dug out. In such, the effects of inter-yarn friction on a single-layer fabric subjected to ballistic impact will be theoretically analysed through FE simulation based on the model established. The effects of inter-yarn friction on ballistic performance will be comprehensively elucidated from the perspectives of primary yarns, and secondary yarns.
Moreover, the role of primary yarns and secondary yarns and the failure mechanism will be discussed. It is anticipated that through FE analyses, the effects of inter-yarn friction will be uncovered and the direction for improving the ballistic performance through increasing inter-yarn friction will be acquired.
Experimental work
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The experimental work here is to valid the simulation results. It is conducted on a ballistic range similarly to that described in reference [20] .The fabric used for experimental analysis is a single-layer plain Twaron ® fabric. It is constructed from yarns with the linear density of 93 tex. The warp and weft density are designed to be identical, 7.8 ends/cm. The areal density of the fabric is 153.61 g/cm 2 .
Modelling
3.1Fabric architecture and projectile
The fabric architecture is clearly a multi-scale：the macroscopic scale(the fabric), the mesoscopic scale( the fabric assembled of yarns) and the microscopic scale(the fabric composed of fibres) [21] . The macroscopic scale usually models the fabric as a membrane or shell and it cannot catch the yarn-yarn interaction. The microscopic scale is very difficult accounting for the number of fibres. Therefore, in present investigation the fabric is modelled at mesoscopic scale in ABAQUS, the software employed for FE modelling. The microscopic scale at yarn-level was proved being capable of capturing the behaviours of the fabric upon ballistic impact [14] . For the mesoscopic scale model, the yarns can be modelled as 3D continuum yarns or represented by representative volume element (RVE) [22] . The 3D continuum yarn model is chosen in present investigation for characterisation of the geometry of yarns and the inter-yarn friction. The fabric created is identical to that in the experimental test.
To create a 3D continuum yarn part in the ABAQUS/CAE, the cross-section and the wavelength of the yarn are the basic information. Figure 1 and 2 depict micro-images of the yarn cross-sections and the waviness of yarns in the fabric by using an optical microscope. Based on the micro-image in Figure 1 , the yarn cross-section can be realistically represented by lenticular model. From Figure 2 , the wave path can be considered as being constructed by two lenticular arcs. According to the actual fabric structure, shown in figure 3 , the average width of the cross-section of the yarn in model is
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 5 1.134 mm and the average wavelength of the yarn is 2.556 mm. The average thickness of the fabric is measured as 0.210 mm by using the vernier caliper. The geometry parameters for the generated yarn part and the fabric assembly are shown in Figure 4 . The projectile is a steel cylinder with the diameter and height both being 5.5mm. The mass of it is 1.00 g. Since the projectile-fabric assembly is symmetric, only a quarter of the fabric area is needed for the simulation, as shown in Figure 5 （a） This would save up to 75% amount of the computation time. The fabric size in current model is the same as the actual size used for the ballistic impact test. It is circle and the radius of it is 7.5 cm. The warp yarn is positioned along X direction and the weft yarn along Z direction in a three dimensional space. According to the nature of clamping employed in experimental tests, the fabric target is clamped around the edges, leaving a circular test field, as shown in Figure 5 (b).
Therefore, the circumference of the quarter fabric is fixed, and the remaining two sides are
given symmetric boundary condition. The fabric is placed in the X-Z plane, impacted by the projectile from the negative Y direction. The projectile is generated to have the same geometry parameters as that in the ballistic impact experiment. All the freedoms for the projectile movement are restricted but it is allowed to move along the negative direction of Y axis. The projectile/fabric contact is defined as surface to surface contact, and yarn/yarn contact is given a global contact algorithm. The inter-yarn friction is defined with a formulation of static-kinetic exponential decay. The yarn and the projectile are meshed by C3D8R elements, shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b), meaning a solid element type of 8-node linear brick, reduced integration, hourglass control. The cross-section of the yarn is meshed with ten elements, which is determined from the computational accuracy of the model and mesh sensitivity [5] [6] . The analysis used in this research is ABAQUS/Explicit. The time step is set when the projectile speed no longer change. 
Validation of the model
To validate the model, the material parameters configuration should be consistent with the real yarn properties. Based on previous investigations [7] , the Young's modulus of Twaron Compared to the fabric, the projectile is much stiffer. As such, the projectile is defined as a rigid body, which means that it is not deformable in the whole process. The Poisson's ratio of it is set as 0.3 [23] . Figure 7 compares the residual velocities from the FE simulation to those from the experimental test when the projectile impacts a single-layer Twaron ® fabric. The residual velocity is the velocity at the moment when the projectile penetrates through the fabric. In Figure 7 , the horizontal axis and the vertical axis represent the experimental residual velocity and the corresponding residual velocity from the FE simulation, respectively.
Residual velocity
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From the equation of linear regression added to the scatter points, the correlation coefficient R 2 is close to 1, manifesting that the residual velocities from FE simulation are linearly related to those from ballistic test. From the equation displayed in Figure 7 , the slope value is around 1, indicating that the difference between the residual velocities from FE and experiment is minimal. Thus, the results from the FE simulation model have a good consistency with the experimental results with respect to the residual velocity. 
Transverse wave velocity
Transverse wave propagation in the fabric is one of the essential characteristics of the ballistic behaviours. Figure 8 compares the transverse wave propagation in the fabric from FE simulation to that recorded from the high-speed camera. The resolution is configured as 250000 frame/second because higher resolution will lead to much smaller area taken into the visual field of camera. Consequently, the picture is recorded every 4 µs. From the FE simulation results, the transverse wave propagates to the 4.5th yarn at 4 µs counted from the impact centre and the 6.5th yarn at 8 µs and the 8.5th at 12 µs. In order to clearly observe where the transverse wave propagates at a certain time on the images taken from the high-speed camera, the area involved is outlined by the red lines, as shown in Figure 8 . 
show that at 4 µs, the transverse wave travels to approximately 3-3.5th yarn, and to 6th yarn at 8µs and to 8th yarn at 12 µs, respectively. Based on above comparisons, the transverse wave was found to propagate almost at the same speed in the two methods.
Therefore, the results from the FE model can capture the transverse wave propagation correctly.
(a) 4µs
(a') 4µs
(c) 12µs 
Results
The effects of inter-yarn friction are investigated under two Young's moduli, one being 72
GPa and the other being 112 GPa. The 72 GPa is set according to the Young's modulus of Twaron ® yarns [5] . The 112 GPa is set according to the Young's modulus of Dyneema ® yarns [24] [25] [26] . The other material properties like fracture strain and yield stress, yarn density、 fineness and Poisson's ratio of the two moduli are kept same to Twaron ® yarns. These two 
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4.1Responses of primary yarns
Stress distribution on primary yarns
The primary yarns are yarns directly contacting with the projectile. The positions of the selected representative primary yarns (warp yarn 2 and weft yarn 2) are shown in Figure   11 . The tensile and shear stress distributions on the marked primary yarns under ballistic impacts are examined for both TM and DM.
Tensile stress
Tensile stress is a stress component along the axis of yarns. Generally, the distribution of the stress is non-uniform, where the stress near the impact centres is higher. It is hoped to be uniformly distributed into a larger area and propagate fast away from the impact point before the fabric failure. Figure 9 and 10 plot the tensile stress distributions on the selected two primary yarns in the cases of TM and DM, respectively. The horizontal axis is the distance from the impact centre. The time interval for each case is selected to be 3 µs. The end time points for TM and DM are selected as 6 µs and 12 µs, after which the primary yarns begin to fail in each case.
Under the same material model, the tensile stress propagates at the same speed under different frictional levels. However, the inter-yarn friction affects the distribution of tensile stress on the primary yarns. It is noticeable that, near the impact centre, the tensile stress in the case of higher frictional level is higher than that of the lower frictional levels.
Conversely, the tensile stress at the stress wave front away from the impact centre in the case of lower friction is higher than that of higher inter-yarn friction. This type of stress distribution indicates that the tensile stress concentrates more on the impact centre at higher levels of inter-yarn friction. Specially, focusing on the area with the radius of 3-5 mm from the impact centre where the yarn breakages take place for the used projectile, the tensile stress taken by the primary yarns at higher levels of inter-yarn friction is always
higher than that at lower ones. Due to the limitation of the space, the tensile stress distributions on other primary yarns are not presented here but the distribution trend was found similar to these in the representative yarns. The reason for the higher tensile stress in models with higher friction is that with the increase of inter-yarn friction, the yarn movements are more likely to be hindered at the interlacing points, and less tensile stress can pass over the crossovers and transmit to wider area. The high tensile stress near the impact centre is harmful because it will lead to the premature tensile failure of the fabric.
For this reason, the primary yarns would fail a little earlier when the inter-yarn friction is higher.
(a) warp yarn 2 at 3 µs (a') weft yarn 2 at 3 µs (b) warp yarn 2 at 6 µs (b') weft yarn 2 at 6 µs 
.2 Shear stress
Apart from the tensile stress acted on the primary yarns during ballistic impact, the yarns are subjected to the shear action as well [27] . The shear stress mainly refers to the stress acting on the cross-section of a yarn. To clarify the effects of inter-yarn friction on the shear action, the distribution of shear stress on the primary yarns is also investigated. Warp yarn 2 and weft yarn 2 in Figure 11 are still selected as the representatives of the primary 
yarns. The distributions of the shear stress on these two yarns under the material models of TM 72 GPa and DM 112 GPa during the impact event at different frictional levels are presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13 below, respectively. The time points selected are similar to those in Figure 9 and 10.
At 3 µs, the shear stress on the primary yarns located in the narrow region 3-4 mm away from the impact centre is found larger at the higher frictional levels. This region is right around the edge area of the cylindrical projectile. In other parts of the primary yarns, the shear stress fluctuates on a small scale, and the inter-yarn friction has no effects. As the time advances, the peak shear stress is increased but the wide of the region is not significantly changed. The shear stress keeps higher value at higher level of the inter-yarn friction until 6 µs for TM and 12 µs for DM near the edge of the projectile. It should be mentioned here that the shear stress distribution on the other primary yarns also shows such trends although they are not presented here because of limitation of space. All in all, during the whole process, the regions in the primary yarns near the projectile edge at higher levels of inter-yarn friction are constantly loaded the higher shear stress. The reason may be that the higher inter-yarn friction can increase the transverse modulus of the fabric, which has been analysed by Briscoe B and Motamedi F [15] . The higher transverse modulus means the fabric become much stiffer. Generally, with the same impact force, a much stiffer plane matter would fail by more shear action compared with a softer one. Vice versa, the fabric's failure would be attributed to more shear action at higher levels of inter-yarn friction. 
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(c) warp yarn 2 at 9 µs (c') weft yarn 2 at 9 µs (d) warp yarn 2 at 12 µs (d') weft yarn 2 at 12 µs Figure 13 The distribution of shear stress on the primary yarns in DYM 112 GPa case
Sliding of primary yarns
The sliding of primary yarns is responsible for the structure stability in the impact centre, in other words, it decides whether the fabric will be destroyed by "wedge through" of the projectile or not. Figure 14 
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19 edge of the cylinder begin to slide away from the projectile face in the zero friction level and only one and half primary yarn are left until 9 µs. For the other two frictional conditions, two and half primary yarns in each direction are always kept contact with the face of projectile until 15 µs. The sliding of the primary yarns affected by inter-yarn friction can be illustrated by Figure 16 . Less sliding of primary yarns away from the projectile at the impact centre means less "wedge through" [2] and more resistance force to the projectile, which would prolong the time for full-penetration of the fabric. However, there is no difference at those much higher inter-yarn frictional levels, CSF of 0.70 and CKF of 0.65, and CSF of 1.00 and CKF of 0.95. The reason may be that the mobility of yarns at those levels of inter-yarn friction might be restricted to the same level. 
Stress distribution on secondary yarns
The secondary yarns are yarns not directly in contact with the projectile. In other words, except primary yarns, all the other yarns in the fabric are secondary yarns. The impact stress is also taken by the secondary yarns. The stress mentioned here is the total stress including the tensile stress and shear stress. The total stress on them is analysed because the total stress represents the yarn's ability to share the impact energy, implying the in the fibre approximately [6] . It is usually used to represent the total stress in the yarns in ABAQUS [27, 28] . The yield stress is set as 2.9 GPa. Figure 17 and 18 shows the von Mises stress distribution on the selected secondary yarns in TM 72 GPa case and DM 112 GPa case individually. The positions of the selected two representative secondary yarns are described in Figure 19 . The step time is set as 9 µs for TM 72 GPa case and 12 µs for DM 112 GPa after which the fabric structures begins to be significantly damaged after the time points. It should be mentioned that the stress distributions on other secondary yarns near the impact centre follow the same rule. At a given time, the stress taken by the secondary yarns near the impact centre is always larger at higher levels of inter-yarn friction. In addition, the area where the secondary yarns take more stress at higher level of inter-yarn friction is enlarged with advance of time. There is a smaller area near the wave front where the secondary yarns take lower stress for larger inter-yarn friction. The stress distribution on the selected secondary yarns in DM is similar to that in TM. This type of stress distribution indicates that higher levels of inter-yarn friction results in the stress taken by the primary yarns more likely to disperse to the neighbouring secondary yarns.
The possible reasons are that higher inter-yarn friction can increase the adhesive force between the two vertically intersecting yarns at the crossover, and make the yarns bow towards the impact centre more synchronously, and thus bring more the secondary yarns to share more stress. 
Involved area covered by secondary yarns
The area that the transverse wave propagates to indicates the area that the impact energy can distribute onto. Most of these areas are occupied by secondary yarns. Figure 20 and 21 displays the profile of the area involved by the transverse wave from the FE simulation near the failure of the fabric in the two moduli cases. The elements with green colour are the involved area. Based on the profiles, the shape of the involved area slightly changes from triangle-like to more circular-like at higher levels of inter-yarn friction. The more circular-like shape indicates that the transverse wave spreads to more secondary yarns.
The reason that the involved area becomes more circle-like may be that the higher inter-yarn friction can fix yarns more firmly at the crossover and thus make the whole structure more isotropic. More homogenous structure enables the transverse wave
propagates more uniformly in all directions.
CSF=0, CKF=0 CSF=0.6,CKF=0.55 This is a beneficial action that can keep the primary yarns sustain longer and thus postpone the failure. The current finding confirmed the investigation form Roylance [29, 30] that increasing inter-yarn friction will increase the diversion part of the stress wave propagation, making the impact energy loaded on primary yarns transfer more to secondary yarns. Further increasing inter-yarn friction no longer affects the percentages of ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT energy absorbed by secondary yarns and primary yarns, which indicates that an optimal inter-yarn friction exists for the most involvement of secondary yarns. That may be because the proportion of stress diversion at the crossover is not increased with the increase of inter-yarn friction beyond a certain level of inter-yarn friction. 
again. The trend of the failure time with inter-yarn friction in the two cases is similar. The difference between the maximum failure time and minimum is around 2 µs in DM 112
GPa case whilst that for TM is approximate 6 µs.
Figure 25 The trends of failure time of fabrics with the increase of the inter-yarn friction
The stress distribution on primary yarns, the structure stability at the impact centre and the involvement of secondary yarns would be responsible for the fabric failure. In this way, the understanding of the effects of inter-yarn friction on the failure mechanism will be explained with respect to the mentioned items. On one hand, increasing inter-yarn friction leads to more involvement of secondary yarns and hold the structure more stable. On the other hand, it produces more tensile and shear stress concentration on primary yarns. It is speculated that the failure of the fabric results from these positive and negative effects caused by increasing inter-yarn friction. Without inter-yarn friction, the fabric can transversely deform more to form a stress gradient and alleviate the yarn tension in the impact centre, resulting in the primary yarn surviving longer [31] . This can be evidenced by the largest transverse deflection ability of the fabric at zero inter-yarn friction. The effects of inter-yarn friction on the transverse deflection ability will be discussed in another paper. The explanation may be that the positive effects caused by increasing the inter-yarn friction cover the negative effects that it brings, and the transverse deflection ability no longer decreases, thus prolonging the fabric failure. As the frictional level surpasses CSF of 0.80 and CKF of 0.75, the advantages caused by increasing inter-yarn friction diminish.
In turn, the stress concentration becomes more dominant and results in the decline of the failure time again.
Thus, it can be concluded that in the whole applied inter-yarn friction range, the positive effects and negative effects compete with each other, leading to the fluctuation of the failure time. Comparing the TM fabric to DM fabric, the decrease in the failure time with an initial increase of inter-yarn friction is more significant. This is because the transverse deflection ability of the TM fabric is more significantly decreased, and this part will be further discussed in another paper. If the fabric has the comparative advantage in the transverse deflection ability, the fabric can transversely deflect more to sustain longer.
Conclusions
In this paper, two fabric models based on Twaron ® and Dyneema ® yarn properties were established for ballistic impact investigation. The effects of inter-yarn friction on the responses of primary yarns and secondary yarns in the two fabric models have been theoretically analysed by means of FE simulation. Numerical analyses show that inter-yarn friction would significantly affect the ballistic behaviours of yarns in fabrics.
More inter-yarn friction leads to more impact energy shared by secondary yarns, thus alleviating the loads in primary yarns and prolonging the failure of primary yarns. In
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T addition, at higher levels of inter-yarn friction, the structure of fabric can be kept much more stable, and less slip of primary yarns occurs and more resistance force to the projectile. However, much higher inter-yarn friction, somewhat beyond coefficient of static friction CSF of 0.8 and coefficient of kinetic friction (CKF) of 0.75, is counterproductive because it will cause the stress to be concentrated more on primary yarns, resulting in earlier failure of a fabric. Those combined effects caused by inter-yarn friction make the failure time of the fabric fluctuate with the variation of inter-yarn friction.
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Highlights
(1) Higher inter-yarn friction results in less slippage of primary yarns at impact centre.
(2) Higher inter-yarn friction make more involvement of the secondary yarns join in loading the impact energy (3) The inter-yarn friction beyond coefficient of static friction (CSF) of 0.8 and coefficient of kinetic friction (CKF) of 0.75 would cause stress concentration on primary yarns leading to earlier fabric failure.
